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The current methodThe current method

1.1. Relative Value at each siteRelative Value at each site
–– A way to remove the environment main effect, A way to remove the environment main effect, 

which is not pertinent to variety evaluationwhich is not pertinent to variety evaluation

2.2. A CV% barA CV% bar
–– Useful to treat good and bad tests differently Useful to treat good and bad tests differently 

However, some improvements are neededHowever, some improvements are needed……



Sample Data with hypothesized heritability Sample Data with hypothesized heritability 



Results using existing methodResults using existing method

•• Exclude Exclude 
high CV high CV 
(>15%) (>15%) 
trialstrials
–– Why Why 

15%?15%?

•• Treat other Treat other 
trials trials 
equally equally 
reliablereliable



Results using HARVResults using HARV

•• No trial is No trial is 
excludedexcluded

•• Trials are Trials are 
weighted weighted 
by their by their 
heritability heritability 
(H) (H) 



Comparison between RV and Comparison between RV and 
HARVHARV

y = 0.4724x + 53.257
R2 = 0.4499
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HH

•• H: H: ““heritabilityheritability”” or or ““repeatabilityrepeatability””
•• [0,1]  [0,1]  
•• SE: standard error in the trial, needed to SE: standard error in the trial, needed to 

calculate both CV and Hcalculate both CV and H
•• SD: standard deviation of means in the trialSD: standard deviation of means in the trial
•• r: number of replications in the trialr: number of replications in the trial

rSDSEH /)/(1 2



HARVHARV

•• RV = relative value in % of the trial meanRV = relative value in % of the trial mean
•• HARV: Heritability adjusted relative valueHARV: Heritability adjusted relative value
•• H is used as a shrinkage factorH is used as a shrinkage factor

–– When H = 1, HARV = RVWhen H = 1, HARV = RV
–– When H = 0, HARV = 1 (all varieties are the same When H = 0, HARV = 1 (all varieties are the same 

as the average)as the average)

)1(1 RVHHARV 



Advantages of using HARV in Advantages of using HARV in 
variety summaryvariety summary

•• Use all the data; no trials are excludedUse all the data; no trials are excluded
–– No hassle in setting an artificial barNo hassle in setting an artificial bar

•• Use more information: Use more information: 
–– High CV tests are not completely uselessHigh CV tests are not completely useless
–– Low CV tests are not equally Low CV tests are not equally usefuluseful



CConsequencesonsequences

•• NNot muchot much
•• TThe variety rank should be generally the same if he variety rank should be generally the same if 

the CV or Heritability are in a reasonable rangethe CV or Heritability are in a reasonable range
•• TThere could be rank changes otherwisehere could be rank changes otherwise


